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ABSTRACT

Since 2013, Google and Apple no longer allow app providers to
use the persistent device identifiers (Android ID and UDID) for
user tracking on mobile devices. Other tracking options provoke
either severe privacy concerns, need additional hardware or are
only practicable by a limited number of companies. In this paper,
we present a lightweight method that overcomes these weaknesses
by using the set of installed apps on a device to create a unique
fingerprint. The method was evaluated in a field study with 2410
users and 175,658 installed apps in total. The sets of these
installed apps are unique in 99.75% of all inspected users.
Furthermore, by reducing the granularity from apps to app
categories to lessen users’ privacy concerns, the results remain
highly unique with an identification rate of 96.22%. Since the
information of installed apps and app categories on each device is
freely available for any app developer, the method is a valuable
instrument for app providers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Reality-Mining of a user infers user habits, behavior and needs by
applying data-mining algorithms to information collected by
mobile devices. According to MIT Technical Review [10], the
technology is one of the “10 technologies most likely to change
the way we live”. Tracking users over a certain period of time and
gather personal data enables new marketing and business
opportunities. Custom-tailored content like personalized prices,
product recommendations, and search results may be presented to
consumers, based on observed activities on their devices [13].
As a pre-condition of providing such advanced services, a unique
identifier is required to represent each smartphone user thereby
distinguishing her from others. However, the leading players in the
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worldwide app business, Google and Apple, replace persistent
device identifiers (Android ID and UDID) with resettable
identifiers (Advertising ID and IDFA) due to the increasing
privacy concerns. Also, non-anonymous data like name, (email)
address, social media content [2], and phone call activities [7]
cannot be used without user consent in both research and practice.
Recent research reveals possibilities to use data that is considered
less sensitive like antenna signals [6]. Nevertheless, such data is
only available to limited entities like phone telecommunication
companies and manufacturers.
Achara et al. [1] collected the open-accessible lists of running apps
on mobile devices over more than seven month. They assumed
that recording over a long period of time is likely to sum up to the
set of all installed apps of a user. They admitted that the set might
not be a complete set of all installed apps. Nevertheless, based on
this set, they derived a fingerprint that is unique in 99% of all
cases. Due to the fact that an app provider cannot wait several
months until it is able to track its users, we propose to use an
available public API from Google to get the complete list of
installed app in one snapshot. The proposed approach was
evaluated from the perspective of an app provider and a field study
was conducted with a self-developed app. Since an app provider is
interested to reduce privacy concerns of its users, we additionally
analyze the usage of app categories instead of apps. For instance,
the usage of dating and pregnancy apps is often considered as
confidential. In Google’s app store, these apps are just classified
as ‘Lifestyle’ apps which is far less sensitive.
The present work is structured as follows: We provide an
overview of related research first. Then, we explain the method
and our study design, followed by the result section where we
compare the results between apps and app categories. Finally, we
raise the discussion about privacy and describe what we intend to
do in future work.

2. RELATED WORK ON MOBILE USER
TRACKING

Several methods are proposed in current research to accurately
distinguish a user from others without getting a unique identifier
and any other non-anonymous data. For instance, a recent study
proved that sampling four spatial-temporal points from each
mobile user’s antennas is enough to uniquely identify 95% of all
the users [6]. Several studies investigate web-based fingerprinting
[3,8], i.e. they analyze browser activities, like user’s page visits.
With the increasing importance of apps over the last decade,
browser-related approaches may lose relevance. Quattrone et al.
[11] revealed that smartphone diagnostic information that is not
considered as sensitive (like hardware statistics and system
settings) could be further processed to identify each user at an
accuracy of 94%. Similarly, Olejnik et al. [9] read out the battery
status of a smartphone. They showed that battery status could

serve as a finger-printable surface to accurately represent each
smartphone user in short time intervals. In addition, data from
power amplifiers, oscillators and signal mixers on a mobile phone
also provides possibilities to uniquely identify each mobile device
and its user [5]. As mentioned in the introduction, Achara et al. [1]
describe the uniqueness apps on smartphones. In contrast to them,
we catch only a single snapshot from each device.
Recent studies proofed that the set of installed apps is a valuable
information source for user profiling [12,14] and other delicate
actions like prediction of current life events [4]. Thus, the method
based on apps raises again concerns about privacy protection and
we suggest to use the less sensitive app categories instead of apps.
These considerations lead us to the following research question:
How unique is a fingerprint of mobile devices based on the sets of
installed apps and app categories?

3. METHOD
3.1. Recording Installed Apps and
App Categories

Google’s operating system Android provides a public API called
‘android.content.pm’ to retrieve information about installed apps
on mobile devices. (Apple closed the access in its operating
system version iOS 9.) Each app that is installed on an Android
device is able to access the data through the API. The retrieved list
of apps can either be used to find out more about the user’s
properties [12,14] or to produce a fingerprint from the device [1].
In the present work, we go further and reduce the granularity from
app to app category level in order to investigate if even the
installed categories are still highly unique.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no scientific categorization
of mobile app. As ‘Google Play Store’ is the leading market for
Android apps, we thus choose its categorization as reference in
this work. This results to 42 categories in total. Our prototype
automatically visits Google’s online description of each observed
app and downloads the corresponding app category from there.

3.2. Test App

To demonstrate the potential for app providers, we developed a
test app and put it in Google Play Store. The app was categorized
as a ‘Lifestyle’ app and was described as a personality test game.
Figure 1 shows two screenshots of the app. Each user gives
answers to personality measurements (as shown in Figure 1 left) to
compare her personality traits with the average of other people
who have already participated in the game (as shown in Figure 1
right). Additionally, the app also collects demographic data from
the users by displaying questions about gender and age.
Before downloading and using the app, the user had to accept the
condition that her data can be used for our research analysis.
When a user opens the app for the first time, a background process
reads the list of installed apps on the device and does a lookup to
get the corresponding app categories on Google’s online
description.
As a data cleaning step, double entries coming from uncommon
user actions (like installing the app twice) are removed.

Figure 1. Two screenshots of the test app.

3.3. Definition of Uniqueness

To answer the research question, we give a short definition of
uniqueness.

𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 is the set of all installed apps or categories, respectively on the
mobile device of a user 𝑖𝑖. The notation 𝑆𝑆1 , 𝑆𝑆2 , . . . , 𝑆𝑆𝑛𝑛 describes the
sets of all 𝑛𝑛 users. Thus, the common mathematic definition for
the symmetric distance 𝑑𝑑 between the sets 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 and 𝑆𝑆𝑗𝑗 from two
users is
𝑑𝑑�𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 , 𝑆𝑆𝑗𝑗 � = ��𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 \𝑆𝑆𝑗𝑗 � ∪ �𝑆𝑆𝑗𝑗 \𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 ��

(1)

Distance

To use a set 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 as unique fingerprint, we are interested in the
minimum distance to all other 𝑛𝑛 − 1 sets, which is
𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 ) =

min

𝑆𝑆𝑘𝑘 ∈{𝑆𝑆1 ,𝑆𝑆2,...,𝑆𝑆𝑛𝑛 }/𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖

(𝑑𝑑(𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 , 𝑆𝑆𝑘𝑘 ))

(2)

Minimal Distance

If 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 of a set 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 is equal to zero, there is another set with exactly
the same apps or categories, respectively, which makes the
fingerprint not unique. Greater than zero means that the set is
unique and the device and its owner are uniquely identifiable.
Thus, the definition of a unique identifier is
(3)

𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 ) > 0

Uniqueness

𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 ) > 𝑏𝑏

Extended Uniqueness

It is clear that an individual’s set changes over time. If our method
aims to be able to track devices and users over a certain period of
time, it must be robust against ongoing installations and deinstallations of apps or categories, respectively. Therefore, we
strengthen our definition of uniqueness: A fingerprint is only
unique if the distance to all other fingerprints is greater than a
given size 𝑏𝑏. The formal definition is
(4)

In other words, devices who are unique under this definition stay
unique after 𝑏𝑏 app installations or de-installations in any case.

Our test app was published on Google Play Store on March 27,
2015. Until June 6, there were 2428 participants in total. The data
on demographics was not used in the model and are just provided
for illustration purposes of the sample population only as seen in
Table 1. Based on the data cleaning step described in the previous
section, 18 participants are removed.
Table 1. Characteristics of participants in the study (N=2410).
74.9%

Male

22.8%

No Answer

2.2%

10 - 19

25.1%

20 - 29

47.3%

30 - 39

16.5%

40 - 49

7.1%

50 - 59

1.4%

60 - 69

0.2%

No Answer

2.3%

Figure 2 shows the distribution of apps and app categories
installed by participants on their mobile devices. Due to the fact
that the number of app categories is limited to 42, the distribution
of the app categories is narrower than that of the apps. The
standard deviation is 27 for the apps and 5 for the app categories.
In total, we observed 175,658 installed apps, among which 12,681
apps are distinct. Each user installed 73 apps on average, which
belongs to 19 app categories on average.
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Figure 2. Distribution of installed apps and app categories
per device (N=2410).

4.3. Uniqueness
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Figure 3. Distribution of the minimal distance 𝒅𝒅𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎
of installed apps (N=2410).

4.2. Installations of Apps and App Categories
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Figure 3 shows the distribution of minimal distance 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 between
all sets of apps as described in Equation 2. The median of 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 is
31. Only six out of the 2410 participants have a zero distance on
installed apps. Thus, we have an identification rate of 99.75%. We
obtain similarly good results for app categories, as shown in
Figure 4. There are 91 participants with zero distance on installed
categories. The identification rate is 96.22%, which is still higher
than most results reported by previous research.
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Figure 4. Distribution of the minimal distance 𝒅𝒅𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎
of installed app categories (N=2410).

4.4. Robustness

Finally, the robustness of the proposed method is tested. The
previously defined ‘Extended Uniqueness’ is used in the test.
Figure 5 shows how the identification rate decreases if the value of
b in Equation 4 alters from 0 to 20.
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4. RESULTS
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Figure 5. Rate of the extended uniqueness of installed apps
and app categories (N=2410).

After 10 app installation or de-installation activities, the
uniqueness for 90% of all devices is still guaranteed. However, a
device will only become non-unique if the user installs and/or deinstalls exactly the 10 apps that differentiate it from the other
devices with a distance of 10. (Or, two users with distance of 10
install and/or de-install 5 apps each.) Taking millions of apps
available on app market into account, the probability of having
such a specific app installation pattern is very low. Therefore, the
90% level stands for the lowest bound our approach will
deteriorate in theory. In reality, we believe that the actual
uniqueness will stay high. Furthermore, people on average install
apps every 19 days (based on analyzing our study data), which

means our estimated uniqueness will stay stable over a long period
of time.
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